, the question of J. Mycielski "ls every equationally compact semilattice the retract of a compact topological semilattice?" (first stated in [5] for general algebras, and posed anew in [7J for scmilattices) has heretofore remained unanswered.
The main purpose of the present paper is to provide an affirmative answer to this question.
Further, a new not ion of "algebraic" compactness is introduced which among all semilattices singles out exactly those in which every chain is finite. Such semilattices are in turn compact topological ones in view of the more general result that the class of compact" topological semilattices includes all join-complete semilattices in which every chain hasaleast element.
Throughout this paper the term "semilattice" shall mean "join semilattice".
The results presented here form apart of the author's doctoral thesis.
For inspiration and guidance during the course of this investigation the author expresses gratitude to G.H. WenzeL
Preliminaries
An algebra CJt = <A;F> (see [3] ) is called equationally compact if the existence of a simultaneous solution of every finite subset~"of 81!JsetL.. of polynomial equations with constants in S implies the existence of a simultaneous solution of~.
(Detailed discussions of equational compactness canbe found, for example, in [9] , [10] and [11] .) The equationallycompact semilattices T = (S;V) were characterized in [4] as those which satisfy the following three conditions:
(Ci) The supremum of any non-empty subset XC; S exists; i.e. l' is j oin-complete.
(C2) The infimum of any downward-directed subset D~S exists.
(C3) If a ES, and if D~S is a downward-directed subset of S, then aV(!\D)
= l\(aVd\dED).
Defini tion 1. 1
The interval topology of a pa~tially ordered set= This section concludes with an embedding lemma which will play a crucial r8le in the remainder of this paper.
--------------------------------------------------------

Lemma 1.3
Let '0 = < S ;V) be a semilattice. For each element s~S let e(s) = f t~si s," tj E. 2 S . Then e is an embedding ofO into 2 T = <2
S ;U> such that if X~S and Vx = s, then e (s) = U (e(x)I x EX) • Proof:
Only the fact that e preserves suprema will be proven. If Vx = s, then for any element tE; S, tEe(s) iff t~s.
But this is equi valent to t~x holding for some x EX, or in other words to t belonging to U(e(x)1 XEX).
I
g. Mycielski' s Question for Semilattices J. Mycielski observed [5] that every retract of a compact topological algebra is equationally compact.
To his question "Is every equationally compact algebra retract of a compact topological algebra?" affirmative answers were given in a large number of specific equational classes (for a summary of these res:ul ts see [11] ) but that the question in its general setting has a negative answer was shown by. W. Taylor (8J, who by a graph-theoretical method exhibi ted an equationally compact algebra of type< 1; 1 )
which is retract of no. compact topological algebra. As mentioned in the introduction, the problem is attacked fer the class of semilattices in the present paper.
At the outset, it should be remarked thatthe topology of a compact topological semilattice is O'-compatible in the sense of E.E. Floyd [1J. Since Floyd was able to find a compiete Boolean algebra (which can in particular be considered an equationally compact semilattice) with.££
Hausdorff and~-compatible topology, the problem of
Mycielski cannot admit the solution that every equationally compact semilattice is itself a compact topological one .
.,.~. •
12.. Further Results
To begin this section, a new form of algebraic cornpactness is defined which will be studied in detail for the class of semilattices. It is well-known that all compact topological algebras, .
so in particular all finite ones, are equationally compact.
The follöwing proposition shows that a finite algebra is in fact K-compact for any class K to which it belongs.
Although the proof is topological in nature, it becomes apparentin light of the characterization theorem of Kcompact semilattices which follows that in general compact topological algebras may fail to be K-compact. • To initiate the study of K~compact semilattices (for 
(K3) T contains no infinite chains.
Proof:
The equivalence of (Kl) and (K2) Observe that, while the method of Theorem 3.7 fails to equip the semilattice 1rof Example 3.9 with a compact topology, 1ris nevertheless a compact topological semilattice in its own interval topology.
